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Abstract
Differential analysis of gene and transcript expression using high-throughput RNA sequencing
(RNA-seq) is complicated by several sources of measurement variability and poses numerous
statistical challenges. We present Cuffdiff 2, an algorithm that estimates expression at transcriptlevel resolution and controls for variability evident across replicate libraries. Cuffdiff 2 robustly
identifies differentially expressed transcripts and genes and reveals differential splicing and
promoter-preference changes. We demonstrate the accuracy of our approach through differential
analysis of lung fibroblasts in response to loss of the developmental transcription factor HOXA1,
which we show is required for lung fibroblast and HeLa cell cycle progression. Loss of HOXA1
results in significant expression level changes in thousands of individual transcripts, along with
isoform switching events in key regulators of the cell cycle. Cuffdiff 2 performs robust differential
analysis in RNA-seq experiments at transcript resolution, revealing a layer of regulation not
readily observable with other high-throughput technologies.
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RNA-seq is a high-throughput sequencing assay that can be used for both discovery and
quantification of transcripts in a single experiment1–4. Recent studies have shown RNA-seq
to be more accurate over a larger dynamic range of gene expression than expression
microarrays5,6. Relating genetic variation and epigenetic state to transcriptional and posttranscriptional regulation is a major goal in many large-scale genomic analyses. RNA-seq
has become a vital component in these efforts, several of which have implicated alternative
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splicing and isoform selection as determinants of cell type and specificity7–12. Moreover,
many genes have a large genomic ‘footprint’, with numerous splice variants, promoters and
protein products. Determining how isoform selection and diversity is regulated requires
measuring changes in the expression of individual transcripts. In this work we describe an
algorithm to robustly track the dynamics of transcript expression. (We use transcript and
isoform interchangeably, and refer to a single RNA species that may be the product of an
alternatively spliced gene. Gene refers to a set of one or more transcripts that share some
amount of sequence in common.)
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Current RNA-seq differential analysis methods focus on tackling one of two major
challenges. The first is accurately deriving gene and isoform expression values from raw
sequencing reads, which requires statistical computations at isoform-level resolution3,13–16.
The second is accounting for variability in measurements across biological replicates of an
experiment17–22. To our knowledge, no algorithm has rigorously addressed both problems
simultaneously for genes and transcripts. Although in some cases methods for measurement
of expression at isoform-level resolution partly address the differential analysis
problem3,14,23, they ignore the issue of variability across biological replicates, leading to
over-prediction of differentially abundant transcripts and high false-positive rates. A recent
method modeled variability in transcript-level but not gene-level expression24. Methods to
control for variability in gene expression across replicates have been focused mainly on
controlling for variability in the raw read data, but they miss key aspects of accurately
transforming reads into gene expression values. Alternative splicing and repetitive regions
introduce uncertainty into gene expression measurements, and failing to control for this
uncertainty can introduce errors during differential analysis. A recent method for assessing
differential splicing was focused on biological variability in inclusion rates for individual
exons, but the approach did not extend to complete transcripts25. Thus, methods for
differential analysis of RNA-seq have yet to accurately control for key sources of variability
at gene- and transcript-level resolution simultaneously, and therefore do not realize the full
potential of the assay to capture transcriptome dynamics.
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Here we introduce Cuffdiff 2, which addresses both problems simultaneously by modeling
variability in the number of fragments generated by each transcript across replicates. (We
use the term fragment to refer to an RNA-Seq library fragment, which may be sequenced at
one or both ends.) Cuffdiff 2 generates more accurate transcript-resolution estimates of
changes in gene expression, compared with existing approaches, and is accurate over a wide
range of RNA-seq designs, including those done on benchtop sequencers such as the
Illumina MiSeq. We use Cuffdiff 2 to assess the response to knockdown of HOXA1, a
member of a highly conserved family of transcription factors that establish body plan
organization during development26. We show that HOXA1 is required for the survival of
adult fibroblasts and HeLa cells. Cuffdiff 2 identified genes that displayed altered inclusion
of key features, such as DNA binding regions, in their protein products.

Results
Raw fragment counts inaccurately estimate changes in expression
Early methods for quantifying gene expression from RNA-seq data work by counting the
sequencing library fragments that map to the exons of each gene and dividing the count for
each gene by a scaling factor based on the length of the exons. Expression levels estimated
using such approaches are less accurate than later methods27, which calculate a gene's
expression level by adding the expression values of its alternative isoforms3,16. We refer to
the former as ‘raw count’ methods and the latter as ‘isoform deconvolution’ methods.
Current tools for differential gene expression analysis use the raw count method, equating
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the change in a gene's expression levels with the change in the number of fragments
originating from it between conditions17,20,21,28.
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Because the raw count method is not always accurate when calculating gene expression in a
single library, we hypothesized that it would be inaccurate when comparing libraries. Simple
examples of hypothetical, alternatively spliced genes showed that the change in expression
could be drastically different from the change in raw read count (Fig. 1). We compared
expression levels from two popular raw count schemes to changes in gene expression in
simulation experiments. When all of a gene's isoforms are up- or downregulated between
two conditions, raw count methods recover true change in gene expression. However, when
some isoforms are upregulated and others downregulated, raw count methods are inaccurate
(Supplementary Fig. 1). In contrast, gene expression levels calculated by isoform
deconvolution correlated well with true gene expression even when relative abundance of
the isoforms changed between conditions. Thus, identifying accurate, statistically significant
expression changes at the resolution level of genes requires transcript-level calculations.
Cuffdiff 2
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Cuffdiff 2 assumes that the expression of a transcript in each condition can be measured by
counting the number of fragments generated by it. Thus, a change in the expression level of
a transcript is measured by comparing its fragment count in each condition. If the chance of
seeing a change in this count is small enough under an appropriate statistical model of the
inherent variability in this count (say with odds of 1 in 100), the transcript is deemed
significantly differentially expressed. Choosing a model that adequately controls for
variability in sequencing depth, biological noise and splicing structure has been the subject
of debate19. Under one of the simplest models, the Poisson model, the variability is
estimated by calculating the mean count across replicates, which allows one to calculate a Pvalue for any observed changes in a transcript's fragment count.
The Poisson model is computationally simple, but it fails to account for two key issues that
arise in differential analysis—count uncertainty and count overdispersion. Count uncertainty
refers to the observation that in RNA-seq experiments it is common for up to 50% of reads
to map ambiguously to different transcripts29. This happens because in higher eukaryotes
alternative isoforms of most genes share large amounts of sequence, and many genes have
paralogs with high sequence similarity. As a result, the fragment counts for individual
transcripts cannot be calculated exactly and must be estimated. Count overdispersion refers
to the fact that experiments that produce count data are often more variable across replicates
than what is expected according to a Poisson distribution17,20.
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Our method (Fig. 2) addresses both of these issues by modeling how variability in
measurements of a transcript's fragment count depends on both its expression and its
splicing structure. Previous studies observed that overdispersion in RNA-seq experiments
increases with expression and proposed the negative binomial distribution as a means of
controlling for it17,22. In contrast, ambiguity in mapping fragments to transcripts manifests
itself in measurement uncertainty and error, and depends largely on splicing structure.
Cuffdiff 2 determines the degree of overdispersion in this mixture by globally fitting the
observed variance in fragment counts as a function of the mean across replicates
(Supplementary Fig. 2). The algorithm then estimates the number of fragments that
originated from each transcript, as previously described3,30. Next, it combines the
uncertainty in each transcript's fragment count with the overdispersion predicted to exist for
that count by the global model of cross-replicate variability. Cuffdiff 2 estimates uncertainty
by calculating the confidence that each fragment is correctly assigned to the transcript that
generated it; transcripts with more shared exons and few uniquely assigned fragments will
have greater uncertainty. The algorithm captures uncertainty in a transcript's fragment count
Nat Biotechnol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2013 December 20.
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as a beta distribution and the overdispersion in this count with a negative binomial, and
mixes the distributions together. The resulting mixture is a beta negative binomial
distribution that reflects both sources of variability in an isoform's measured expression
level.
Cuffdiff 2 estimates expression at gene- and transcript-level resolution, the variance in the
expression levels and the covariances between isoforms of the same gene from replicate
experiments. This allows it to accurately estimate gene expression and perform differential
analysis at gene-level resolution without encountering the limitations inherent in the raw
count methods discussed above. The software reports to the user the change in expression
for each gene and transcript, along with statistical significance scores for these changes.
Response to loss of HOXA1 at gene- and transcript-level resolution
To demonstrate the effectiveness of transcript-resolution RNA-seq analysis, we selected a
biological problem arising from an ongoing study of the role of HOX gene function in adult
cells. Genes in the HOXA cluster, which are critical for proper body patterning during
development, have spatial expression patterns in adult cells that identify their anatomic
origin31. Whether this expression pattern is functionally relevant in adult cell types has been
so far unanswered.
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We performed RNA interference (RNAi)-mediated knockdown of HOXA1 in human
primary lung fibroblasts, where HOXA1 was depleted using a pool of four short interfering
RNAs (siRNAs) targeting HOXA1 designed to minimize off-target effects. We controlled
for a nonspecific RNAi response by comparing HOXA1-depleted fibroblasts against cells
treated with a pool of scrambled siRNAs that do not target a specific gene. We isolated total
RNA in biological triplicate 48 h after transfection. Sequencing of the poly-A–selected
fraction on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 yielded >231 million 100-bp paired-end RNA-seq reads.
The same RNA was labeled and hybridized to Agilent SurePrint G3 Gene Expression arrays
(Online Methods).
Cuffdiff 2–derived changes in gene expression in response to HOXA1 knockdown strongly
agreed with values from microarrays (Spearman correlation = 0.85), consistent with
previous comparisons2,5 (Fig. 3a and Supplementary Fig. 3). Changes in multi-isoform gene
expression calculated by Cuffdiff 2 improved concordance with the array measurements by
15% compared with the change in raw count (Fig. 3b and Supplementary Figs. 4 and 5). The
discrepancy between raw count and Cuffdiff 2 measurements of gene expression tended to
be higher for genes where alternative isoforms shift in expression relative to one another, a
phenomenon we term ‘isoform switching’. (Supplementary Figs. 6 and 7).
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Cuffdiff 2 returned far more statistically significant differentially expressed genes than
microarray analysis. Cuffdiff 2's differentially expressed genes contained 623 of the 745
(84%) reported by the arrays, along with an additional 4,138 genes (false-discovery rate
(FDR) <1%). Moreover, Cuffdiff 2 was highly concordant with the popular count-based
tools, with >94% of genes reported as differentially expressed also identified by the popular
raw-count methods DESeq or edgeR (Fig. 3c).
Cuffdiff 2 detected expression for 16,278 of 69,202 (38%) transcripts in the annotated
transcriptome (UCSC hg19 coding genes; http://genome.ucsc.edu/), and identified an
average of 1.15 differentially expressed transcripts per differentially expressed gene in
response to loss of HOXA1. Alternative isoform abundances relative to one another were
maintained in most genes, with only 170 genes undergoing significant (FDR ≤ 1%)
differential splicing, coding DNA sequence use or promoter preference. Splicing complexity
has been reported to be higher in stem cells32 than in differentiated cell types, and through
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isoform ‘specialization’ to be reduced during lineage commitment. We compared human
lung fibroblasts to human embryonic stem cells (ESCs). Cuffdiff 2 detected more
differentially expressed transcripts (1.35 differentially expressed transcripts per
differentially expressed gene) and higher overall splicing complexity than in lung
fibroblasts. The relative abundance of major isoforms in ESCs contributed less to overall
gene expression than major isoforms in fibroblasts, consistent with increased isoform
specialization in fibroblasts (Fig. 3d,e).
Cuffdiff 2 is accurate over a wide range of experimental designs
To establish the accuracy of expression changes reported by Cuffdiff 2, we next analyzed
published RNA-seq data with matched quantitative (q)PCR measurements. Analysis of the
microarray quality control data confirmed that Cuffdiff 2, DESeq and edgeR all produce
accurate measures of fold change. DESeq and edgeR report more genes overall as being
differentially expressed than does Cuffdiff 2, most of which have small fold changes or very
low sequencing depth, consistent with Cuffdiff 2's control for variance in expression owing
to fragment count uncertainty. On another RNA-seq data set, Cuffdiff 2 returned changes in
transcript-level expression concordant with both RSEM and ALEXA-Seq, which estimate
isoform expression levels in individual RNA-seq samples, and confirmed by a matched
exon-specific qPCR data set (Supplementary Figs. 7–10).
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Depth of sequencing, read length and number of experimental replicates are major
determinants of cost in RNA-seq experiments. To assess tradeoffs in accuracy versus cost
under different experimental designs, we designed a test framework to simulate sequencing.
We perturbed 1,000 randomly selected multi-isoform genes from the fibroblast data by
modulating expression of individual transcripts and then simulated RNA-seq before and
after perturbation. The simulations included scenarios that involved low, moderate and
heavy levels of isoform switching, comparable to real contrasts (Online Methods and
Supplementary Fig. 11). Cuffdiff 2 accurately recovered differentially expressed genes and
transcripts across a range of read lengths, and replication and sequencing depths (Fig. 4a,
Supplementary Tables 2,3 and Supplementary Figs. 12–76).
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In simulations designed to match our fibroblast experiment, Cuffdiff 2 outperformed
alternative workflows that combine estimated transcript counts with DESeq or edgeR,
consistent with a similar assessment of this approach24. (Supplementary Fig. 77). All
methods detected >70% of differentially expressed transcripts. DESeq detected differentially
expressed transcripts at similar sensitivity to Cuffdiff 2 but returned ∼125 false-positive
transcripts. Although edgeR returned fewer false positives (∼75) than DESeq, it also
detected fewer true positives than Cuffdiff 2. False positives were concentrated in genes
with complex splicing and multiple highly similar isoforms. In contrast, Cuffdiff 2 returned
∼50 false positives and the false-positive rate was not noticeably worse for genes with many
isoforms, indicating that Cuffdiff 2 performs robust transcript-level differential analysis of
even very complex gene annotations.

An alternative method for performing transcript-level differential analysis would be to
estimate the number of fragments originating from each transcript in each replicate library
using Cufflinks or RSEM, and then provide these counts as input to a count-based tool such
as DESeq or edgeR. Although these tools were not designed to be used in this way, and
doing so violates some key assumptions of the underlying statistics assumed by both tools,
their variance modeling procedures are flexible and robust.

Cuffdiff 2 had high precision (≥99%) at gene-level resolution across the dynamic range of
expression, generating few false positives regardless of replication depth. DESeq and edgeR
returned slightly more false-positive differentially expressed genes than Cuffdiff 2, except
Nat Biotechnol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2013 December 20.
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for scenarios with substantial isoform switching between conditions, where these tools had
high FDRs. At transcript-level resolution, Cuffdiff 2's precision was 95–99% over nearly all
designs. Adding additional replicates reduced false-positive transcripts returned by Cuffdiff
2, nearly eliminating them with five in each condition. In contrast, providing DESeq or
edgeR with transcript-level fragment count generated ∼100 false positives even with five
replicates. The detection rate (recall) of differentially expressed genes and transcripts was
similar for three or more replicates, and lower for fewer replicates, due to a more
conservative dispersion modeling mode used by Cuffdiff 2 for these designs (Online
Methods).
The detection rate of differentially expressed genes and transcripts strongly depended on
sequencing depth. However, recall of differentially expressed genes and transcripts in the
top three quartiles of expression suffered surprisingly little even at 4 million fragments,
constituting 25% of the starting sequencing depth. Importantly, the false-positive rate held
constant across all depths. Recall suffered at lower depths for transcripts in the bottom
quartile of expression, suggesting that deep sequencing is critical for differential analysis of
genes present at low abundance, such as long noncoding RNAs33.
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In contrast to the striking impact of sequencing depth, long or paired reads provided a
modest improvement in accuracy for gene- and transcript-resolution analysis. Nevertheless,
because these data were obtained with simulated reads that were perfectly mapped to the
genome, we caution against designs with short (<75 bp) unpaired reads, as errors in
upstream mapping and transcriptome assembly analyses are more common with such data.
For nearly all conditions tested, FDR was controlled at or below the target level. An
independent assessment of FDR obtained by comparing ‘nonsense’ groups of replicates
from real sequencing experiments confirmed that Cuffdiff 2 reports few false-positive
differentially expressed transcripts and genes, and few genes undergoing isoform switching
(Supplementary Table 1). Cuffdiff 2 more robustly captured gene- and transcript-level
changes than count-based tools even for conditions with high cross-replicate variability or
dramatic isoform switching (Supplementary Figs. 53–72).
Differential transcriptome analysis on a benchtop sequencer
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Notably, the simulation results predicted that Cuffdiff 2 could recover transcriptome
dynamics from the HOXA1 knockdown with far less data than generated by the HiSeq 2000.
Recently available ‘bench-top’ sequencers such as the MiSeq (Illumina) and the Ion PGM
Sequencer (Ion Torrent Systems) promise to broaden availability of RNA-seq for differential
analysis, but whether these instruments yield enough data for accurate quantification is an
open question.
Sequencing the HOXA1 and knockdown RNA-seq libraries from fibroblasts across three
runs of a MiSeq produced 54 million paired reads (23% of the HiSeq data). Empirical
estimates of cross-replicate variance in expression were substantially higher for genes and
transcripts (Fig. 4b and Supplementary Figs. 78–81), but Cuffdiff 2 still recovered nearly
50% of the differentially expressed genes and transcripts from the HiSeq 2000 (Fig. 4c,d).
Importantly, few genes and transcripts were reported as differentially expressed with the
MiSeq data but not the HiSeq data, confirming that Cuffdiff 2 does not generate excess false
positives at lower sequencing depth.
HOXA1 is required for viability in HeLa cells and lung fibroblasts
To further assess the biological insight gleaned from the transcript level response to loss of
HOXA1, we performed Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA)34. The 15 gene sets most
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strongly downregulated in response to loss of HOXA1 contained hundreds of genes known
to be specific to S phase, mitosis and the G2/M phase (Fig. 5a). Moreover, numerous genes
in the p53 pathway, including p15 and p21, were upregulated. Cyclins A2, B1, B2, C, E2
and F were significantly reduced (FDR < 0.01%) in response to loss of HOXA1
(Supplementary Fig. 82). These data are consistent with inhibition of cell cycle progression
at the G1-S transition, induction of apoptosis or a mixture of both.
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We next investigated significant shifts in relative isoform usage identified by Cuffdiff 2.
Cuffdiff 2 identified 170 genes that underwent significant shifts (FDR ≤ 1%) in transcript
usage, including key regulators of cell cycle progression (ORC6, CDC14B) and gene
expression (e.g., TBX3)35–40 (Supplementary Fig. 83). Close examination of specific
isoform-switching events revealed that in some instances, the changes could induce
differential production of key protein sequence features or domains. Only one of three
isoforms of CDK2, a G1-S phase–specific regulatory kinase, is upregulated in response to
loss of HOXA1. The upregulated transcript includes an exon that alters the length and amino
acid sequence of the activation loop, which confers specificity for cyclin binding and
substrate phosphorylation35 (Fig. 5b). Likewise, the DNA binding domains of the TBX3
transcription factor and the origin of recognition complex component ORC6 could be altered
by means of isoform switching in response to HOXA1 reduction, possibly altering their roles
in cell proliferation and survival36 (Fig. 5c–e). Isoform-specific qPCR confirmed the
changes in isoform expression reported as significant for these genes (Fig. 5f and
Supplementary Figs. 84 and 85).
To test whether HOXA1 plays a role in cell cycle progression and viability in different
human cell types, we also depleted HOXA1 in HeLa cells. Similar to what was observed in
primary fibroblasts, cell numbers were drastically reduced in HeLa by 72 h after siRNA
treatment relative to nontargeting controls (Fig. 6a). Bioinformatic analysis and transfection
of multiple independent siRNAs excluded off-target knockdowns as the source of this
phenotype (Supplementary Figs. 86 and 87). We next performed cell cycle analyses
following loss of HOXA1 and observed a block at the G1 phase of the cycle in both cell
types. This was also associated with an increase in the sub-G1 fraction (Fig. 6b,c), which
was consistent with increased apoptosis as assessed by Annexin V staining (Fig. 6d,e).
Together, these data offer functional evidence that loss of HOXA1 impairs cellular
progression through the G1 phase and leads to apoptosis in these cell types, as suggested by
Cuffdiff 2.

Discussion
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Cuffdiff 2 performs differential analysis at transcript-level resolution of RNA-seq
experiments and controls for both variability across replicates and uncertainty in abundance
expression estimates caused by ambiguously mapped reads. In the absence of isoform
switching or specialization, gene expression estimates reported by Cuffdiff 2 are consistent
with those produced by count-based schemes. However, fold change in counts is a poor
proxy for change in expression when there is substantial differential regulation of isoforms.
Thus, although competing methods may offer higher gene-level sensitivity than Cuffdiff 2,
they also report a higher background of false positives. In experiments where few genes are
truly differentially expressed, this background could occlude the true positives. Cuffdiff 2
controls for cross-replicate variability and read-mapping ambiguity by using a model for
fragment counts based on the beta negative binomial distribution. Experiments with real and
simulated data show that Cuffdiff 2 is highly accurate at gene- and transcript-level
resolution, even when used with benchtop sequencers.
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Cuffdiff 2 performs integrated differential analysis of genes and transcripts within a single
software workflow. Alternate means of performing differential analysis at transcript-level
resolution that combine transcript-level fragment count estimates with existing count-based
tools for assessing differential expression suffer from several limitations. Workflows
combining methods fail to conform to several key requirements imposed by the component
tools. For example, DESeq and edgeR expect that the input data are the number of perfectly
and unambiguously mapped fragments that originate from each gene or transcript in each
library. Failing to account for uncertainties in counts owing to ambiguous reads can result in
false differential expression calls of transcripts with similar isoforms within the same gene,
especially when sequencing depth is insufficient to accurately resolve the abundance of
individual isoforms. Notably, our simulations show that this problem is more severe in genes
with many isoforms, and cannot be eliminated by simply adding more replicates or
sequencing depth to the experiment. Cuffdiff 2 surmounts this challenge by augmenting the
cross-replicate variability modeling strategy used by count-based methods with
incorporation of fragment assignment uncertainty computed for each gene. This enables it to
dynamically control for uncertainty in highly complex or insufficiently sequenced genes.
Recent large-scale transcriptome surveys have found that alternative splicing is extremely
prevalent, with about three-quarters of human genes producing multiple abundant isoforms
in a given cell type41. Moreover, thousands of human genes contain introns that have
‘NAGNAG’ splice sites, where N is any nucleotide and either AG can form an acceptor,
generating isoforms that differ only by a single codon42. Thus, dealing with fragment
assignment ambiguity is likely to be an increasingly important concern in differential
analysis of RNA-seq data.
Commercially available library multiplexing kits have made sequencing-based designs costcompetitive with cDNA microarrays for expression analysis, but sequencing cost depends
on overall sequencing depth, read length and number of replicates. Our simulations show
that sensitivity is largely a function of depth, and specificity is mostly dependent on
replication. However, long, paired reads dramatically aid in transcript and gene discovery,
and we caution against the use of single reads in studies aimed at transcriptome assembly.
Cuffdiff 2 has offered a transcript-resolution view of the role of HOXA1, a critical regulator
of embryonic development and body patterning, in maintaining adult cells. We have shown
in different cell types that HOXA1 knockdown perturbs the expression of thousands of
genes, alters the isoform selection of key cell cycle regulators and causes disruption of the
cell cycle leading to cell death. Further experiments will be required to determine the nature
and mechanism of the disruption and to identify the direct targets of HOXA1.
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With Cuffdiff 2, RNA-seq can now be used for robust differential expression analysis at
both gene- and isoform-level resolution with a single analysis tool. This creates
opportunities for integrated genomic analysis of unprecedented scope and scale and can
uncover biological phenomena not observable with other high-throughput technologies.
Sequencing is now used to map histone modifications and protein-DNA interactions (ChIPSeq43,44), chromatin accessibility (DNase hypersensitivity45, FAIRE46) and conformation
(ChIA-PET47), and processing of RNA by protein (RIP-Seq48, CLIP-Seq49). Analyses with
complementary sequencing assays are becoming increasingly common. For example, a
recent study coupled transcript-level resolution RNA-seq with CLIP-Seq to track splicing
changes that depend on muscleblind-like RNA binding proteins, which play key roles in
development and in myotonic dystrophy50. The authors used high-throughput measurements
of cellular state to connect sequence features of the genome to the transcriptional and posttranscriptional regulation of its genes. The large genomic footprints and numerous isoforms
of many genes can greatly complicate such studies. Transcript-resolution measurements
made with RNA-seq could drastically simplify the problem by eliminating unexpressed
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transcripts and isolating abundant ones. We are confident that the power and resolution
offered by Cuffdiff 2 will allow biologists to better disentangle complex cellular circuitry
and precisely relate genomic sequence to gene regulation.

Online Methods
Fold change measurement and differential analysis by raw count schemes
Raw counts for each gene in the UCSC coding gene annotation (hg19) were measured with
HTSeq (http://www-huber.embl.de/users/anders/HTSeq/) version 0.5.3p3, using the “–
stranded=no” option and either the “–mode=intersection-strict” option for exon-intersection
counting or “–mode=union” for exon union counting. Differential expression was called
using these counts with DESeq version 1.8.3 or edgeR version 2.6.8 according to the
package vignettes and with an FDR of 1%. Fold changes in expression were reported by
these packages after correcting for differences in library sizes.
Cell culture and siRNA knockdown
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Embryonic lung fibroblasts cells (IMR-90) were obtained from ATCC (Cat#CCL-186) and
grown in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM, Invitrogen) with 10% FBS
(Invitrogen) and supplemented with 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 mg/ml streptomycin, and 4
mM glutamine at 37 °C and 5% CO2. Reverse siRNA transfections were done using
Lipofectamine RNAiMAX as per vendor's specifications (Invitrogen). Six-well dishes were
plated at 80,000 (40–50% confluency) cells per well on the day of transfection with either
HOXA1 siRNA pools (Dharmacon L-017464-00-0005) or nontargeting control pools
(Dharmacon D-001810-10-20) at 25 nM using 5 μl of Lipofectamine reagent per well.
HOXA1 knockdowns and nontargeting controls were preformed in triplicate. RNA was
extracted 48 h after transfection using 1 ml or TriZol reagent (Invitrogen) and purified with
RNeasy Mini kits. Genomic DNA was removed using on-column DNase I treatment
according to the manufacturer's instructions (Qiagen).
Gene expression microarrays
For each knockdown/control 200 ng of total RNA was amplified and labeled with CY3
using the Agilent Low Input Quick Amp Labeling One Color Kits and hybridized to Agilent
SurePrint G3 Gene Expression Microarrays as per manufacturer's specifications. Probe
intensities were extracted using the Feature Extraction Software (GE1 Sep09 protocol).
mRNA-seq library preparation and sequencing
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For each RNA sample, we prepared Illumina mRNA-seq libraries using the TruSeq RNA kit
(version 1, rev A), using 1 μg of total RNA and prepared according to manufacturer's
instruction. For HiSeq 2000 sequencing, eight libraries were pooled per sequencing lane
(including libraries not described in this manuscript). One anti-HOXA1 siRNA library and
one scrambled control library were pooled in each of three sequencing lanes, resulting in
each of the six libraries discussed here being sequenced with ∼30 million reads. Human
lung fibroblast reads are available at GEO accession GSE37704. ESC reads were
downloaded from the ENCODE DCC hosted at the UCSC genome browser (Caltech RNAseq section; http://genome.ucsc.edu/ENCODE/).
RNA-seq read alignment
RNA-seq reads for each library were mapped independently using TopHat version 1.4.0
(http://tophat.cbcb.umd.edu/) against the human genome build hg19, downloaded via the
UCSC genome browser. HiSeq 2000 libraries were aligned with the following options: “-r
50 -p 8 –G ucsc_coding.gtf -a 5 -F 0.0,” where ucsc_coding.gtf contains the UCSC coding
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transcripts in GTF format. MiSeq libraries were mapped as above with the added option “—
no-novel-juncs.”
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Gene expression analysis by microarrays
The same RNA samples used as input for RNA-seq were also assayed by Agilent
Microarrays. Normalization for the Agilent arrays was done by converting log2 intensity
values to ratios of the 75th percentile intensity for each array after removal of control
probes. Only probes passing the background threshold in more than 90% of the arrays were
considered for further analysis. Remaining probes were collapsed around the median using
the Agilent “GeneName” identifier (mixture of custom and HUGO gene symbol identifiers).
Arrays were then batch corrected using the ComBat software package in R to correct for
slide batch effects (eight arrays per slide). After all normalization, significant changes in
gene expression between HOXA1 knockdowns and nontargeting controls were determined
using Significance Analysis of Microarrays (SAM). Genes with a SAM-supplied q-value of
≤0.01 (1% FDR) were deemed significant. Microarray data are available at GEO accession
GSE37704.
Gene and isoform expression analysis by RNA-seq
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Gene and isoform expression levels were calculated as detailed in Supplementary Methods
section 2 by running Cuffdiff 2 (http://cufflinks.cbcb.umd.edu/) on the alignments from
TopHat and the UCSC coding genes. Briefly, library sizes were normalized using the
method proposed by Anders and Huber17, with slight modifications described in
Supplementary Methods section 2.1. Cross-replicate variability in gene-level fragment
counts (overdispersion) was estimated by fitting a generalized linear model through the
count variance as a function of the mean. Isoform abundances were calculated using the
linear model described previously3,30, with sequence bias correction enabled and correcting
for multiply mapping reads with the “-u” option of Cuffdiff 2. Fragment assignment
uncertainty was calculated as described in Supplementary Methods section 2.4, resulting in
a variance-covariance matrix ψ for each gene that captures the variability in assigning
fragments to that gene's isoforms. This matrix is used in combination with the
overdispersion model to parameterize a beta negative binomial distribution for the fragments
generated by each isoform, as described in Supplementary Methods section 2.5. These
distributions are used by Cuffdiff 2 to simulate sequencing of each isoform and subsequent
assignment of fragments to the isoforms. From these simulations, Cuffdiff 2 derives
variance-covariance matrices on assigned fragment counts, which allow it to calculate genelevel variance estimates as described in Supplementary Methods section 2.6. Testing for
differential expression and shifts in relative isoform output are described in Supplementary
Methods section 2.7.
Simulation of RNA-seq
RNA-seq simulations were performed with the TuxSim sequencing framework (http://
cufflinks.cbcb.umd.edu/tuxsim/) and are described in detail in Supplementary Methods
section 3. Briefly, TuxSim takes as input a file containing relative abundances for each
transcript in a GTF file, and then generates reads from the transcripts according to their
relative abundances. Paired-end reads were drawn uniformly at random from within
transcripts, and follow a normal fragment length distribution (mean = 180 bp, s.d. = 50 bp).
Alignments to the genome (hg19) for these reads were directly emitted as SAM file. The
conditions compared in silico were based on the real sequencing data from the scrambled
siRNA fibroblast control. The first condition modeled the unperturbed fibroblast data.
Replicates were generated by selecting a fragment count for each transcript from a negative
binomial variate generator, parameterized according to the fitted overdispersion in the real
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data. The second condition was sequenced similar to the first after 1,000 randomly selected
genes had been perturbed in expression as described in Supplementary Methods section 3.
The alignments for each condition were compared with Cuffdiff 2 using the same (default)
options as used to process the real data.
Gene set enrichment analysis
Enrichment for up- or downregulation sets of genes from the REACTOME pathway
database was computed by running GSEA against the fold-change ranked list of genes in the
experiment. Ranking was based on Cuffdiff 2-derived fold change. REACTOME gene sets
with between 12 and 200 members in the MSigDB package “c2.all.v3.0.symbols. gmt” were
downloaded from ftp://gseaftp.broadinstitute.org/.
Cell cycle and apoptosis analyses with flow cytometry
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For cell cycle analyses, lung fibroblasts and HeLa cells treated 48 h and 72 h, respectively,
with either scrambled or HOXA1 siRNA pools were washed once with pre-warmed HBSS
and incubated for 90 min at 37 °C in HBSS (Invitrogen, cat 14025092) + 2% FCS (FCS) +
10 mM Hepes pH 7.4 media containing 10 μg/mL of Hoechst-33342 (Invitrogen
cat#H3570). After incubation, cells were trypsinized, washed twice with cold HBSS + 2%
FCS (FCS) + 10 mM Hepes pH 7.4 media and resuspended in ∼200–500 μl cold HBSS +
2% FCS (FCS) + 10 mM Hepes pH 7.4 media in 5 ml round-bottom tubes for analysis. Flow
cytometry analyses were done using an LSRII flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson).
For apoptosis analyses, lung fibroblasts and HeLa cells treated 48 h and 72 h, respectively,
with either scrambled or HOXA1 siRNA pools were trypsinized, washed twice with cold
PBS and resuspended at a concentration of 106 cells/ml in 1× binding buffer (10 mM
HEPES pH7.4, 1 mM NaCl, 25 mM CaCl2). Cells were then aliquoted (100 μl) into 5 ml
round-bottom tubes and incubated 15 min at room temperature with fluorescein
isothiocyanate-labeled anti-Annexin V antibody (BD Biosciences cat#560931) and
propidium iodide (Sigma P4864-10ML) as per manufacturer's instructions. Cell suspensions
were brought up to 500 μl with 1× binding buffer and analyzed immediately on an LSRII
flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson).

Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1.
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Changes in fragment count for a gene does not necessarily equal a change in expression. (a)
Simple read-counting schemes sum the fragments incident on a gene's exons. The exonunion model counts reads falling on any of a gene's exons, whereas the exon-intersection
model counts only reads on constitutive exons. (b) Both of the exon-union and exonintersection counting schemes may incorrectly estimate a change in expression in genes with
multiple isoforms. The true expression is estimated by the sum of the length-normalized
isoform read counts. The discrepancy between a change in the union or intersection count
and a change in gene expression is driven by a change in the abundance of the isoforms with
respect to one another. In the top row, the gene generates the same number of reads in
conditions A and B, but in condition B, all of the reads come from the shorter of the two
isoforms, and thus the true expression for the gene is higher in condition B. The intersection
count scheme underestimates the true change in gene expression, and the union scheme fails
to detect the change entirely. In the middle row, the intersection count fails to detect a
change driven by a shift in the dominant isoform for the gene. The union scheme detects a
shift in the wrong direction. In the bottom row, the gene's expression is constant, but the
isoforms undergo a complete switch between conditions A and B. Both simplified counting
schemes register a change in count that does not reflect a change in gene expression.
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Figure 2.

An overview of the Cuffdiff 2 approach to isoform-level differential analysis of RNA-seq
data. (1) The variability in fragment count for each gene across replicates is modeled. (2)
The fragment count for each isoform is estimated in each replicate, along with (3) a measure
of uncertainty in this estimate arising from ambiguously mapped reads, which are extremely
prevalent in alternatively spliced transcriptomes. (4) The algorithm combines estimates of
uncertainty and cross-replicate variability under a beta negative binomial model of fragment
count variability to estimate count variances for each transcript in each library. (5) These
variance estimates are used during statistical testing to report significantly differentially
expressed genes and transcripts.
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Figure 3.
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Comparison of Cuffdiff 2 with other expression platforms. (a) Fold changes in multiisoform gene expression measured by RNA-seq and microarrays before and after HOXA1
knockdown are highly concordant (Spearman correlation = 0.86). (b) Computing gene
expression by isoform deconvolution instead of by fold change in gene-level fragment
counts improves agreement with microarrays. Genes shown are those where Cuffdiff 2 and
intersection-count fold changes are most discrepant (1% tails). (c) Methods for performing
differential gene expression analysis with RNA-seq based on the exon-union counting
method returned nearly all of the genes returned by Cuffdiff 2. (d) Lung fibroblasts show
lower splicing complexity than human ESCs. Complexity is measured by the ShannonEntropy of the relative isoform abundances of multi-isoform genes (Methods), where zero
complexity indicates a gene has only a single detectable isoform. A gene with equally
abundant isoforms has maximal complexity. hLF, human lung fibroblast. (e) The
contribution of the major isoform of each gene to total gene expression in lung fibroblasts
and ESCs.
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Figure 4.

Accuracy of Cuffdiff 2 over varied experimental designs. (a) Accuracy of the proposed
model explored through simulated RNA-seq. Read-length series was generated with singleended sequencing data. FPKM, fragments per kilobase per million fragments mapped. (b)
Squared coefficient of variation versus expression for genes and transcripts as measured by
the HiSeq 2000 and MiSeq. Each series is a fit of a generalized additive model to the
individual expression, squared coefficient of variation pairs. (c) Significant gene lists
returned by Cuffdiff 2 using the HiSeq 2000 and MiSeq compared against expression
microarrays (FDR ≤ 1%). (d) Significant isoform lists returned by Cuffdiff 2 when using the
HiSeq 2000 and MiSeq (FDR ≤ 1%).
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Figure 5.
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Changes in expression of cell cycle regulatory genes in response to HOXA1 knockdown. (a)
GSEA analysis of the knockdown for selected REACTOME gene sets. (b) Cuffdiff 2 reports
an increase in CDK2 expression, which is attributable to a single isoform that includes the
full activation loop, a feature required for maximal CDK2 activity. KD, knockdown. (c)
Cuffdiff 2 reports a decrease in ORC6 expression, which is attributable to a single isoform
that includes the full suite of residues required for optimal DNA binding not present in the
minor isoforms arising from the gene. (d) Cuffdiff 2 reports an increase in TBX3 attributable
to a single isoform lacking an exon situated within the T-box DNA binding domain that is
present in a highly similar minor isoform. (e) Cuffdiff 2 reports a decrease in CDC14B
attributable to decreases in the two major isoforms. Error bars indicate 95% confidence
intervals in expression. (f) Changes in isoform expression reported by Cuffdiff 2 compared
against measurements made with isoform-specific qPCR. The black line indicates perfect
correspondence between the two platforms. The orange line is a linear regression through all
points, and the red line excludes the three major outliers, which target low abundance
isoforms, two of which cannot be distinguished from primary transcript or genomic DNA.
DE, differentially expressed.
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Figure 6.
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Cell cycle analysis after HOXA1 knockdown. (a) Human lung fibroblasts transfected with
scrambled siRNAs and a HOXA1 siRNA pool 48 h after transfection. HeLa cells transfected
with scrambled siRNAs (left) and a HOXA1 siRNA pool 72 h after transfection (right). Scale
bars, 500 μm. (b) HOXA1 siRNAs disrupt normal cell cycle distribution. Top, histograms of
Hoechst-33342 staining in human lung fibroblasts transfected with scrambled siRNAs and a
HOXA1 siRNA pool 48 h after transfection (right). Bottom, same as above using HeLa cells
72 h after transfection. Cell cycle phase gates were drawn as approximations of the DeanJett-Fox cell cycle modeling algorithm. (c) HOXA1 siRNAs shift cell cycle distribution
toward the G1 phase and sub-G1 phase fraction. Percentage of cells in each phase of the cell
cycle (average three experiments) using gates from b with scrambled and HOXA1 siRNAs in
human lung fibroblasts and in HeLa cells. (d) Representative dot plot of Annexin V (x-axis)
versus propidium iodide (PI) (y-axis) analyses of scrambled (left) and HOXA1 siRNA (right)
transfected lung fibroblasts (top) and HeLa cells (bottom). Cells populating the upper (late
apoptosis) and lower (early apoptosis) right quadrants were designated as apoptotic cells. (e)
Percentage of apoptotic cells (average of three experiments) populating upper and lower
right quadrants from lung fibroblasts and HeLa cells transfected with scrambled or HOXA1
siRNAs as shown in d. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals in expression.
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